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ABSTRACT

1

Artiﬁcial Intelligence startups use training data as direct
inputs in product development. ese ﬁrms must balance
numerous tradeoﬀs between ethical issues and data access
without substantive guidance from regulators or existing judicial
precedence. We survey these startups to determine what actions
they have taken to address these ethical issues and the
consequences of those actions. We ﬁnd that 58% of these startups
have established a set of AI principles. Startups with data-sharing
relationships with high-technology ﬁrms or that have prior
experience with privacy regulations are more likely to establish
ethical AI principles and are more likely to take costly steps, like
dropping training data or turning down business, to adhere to
their ethical AI policies. Moreover, startups with ethical AI
policies are more likely to invest in unconscious bias training, hire
ethnic minorities and female programmers, seek expert advice,
and search for more diverse training data. Potential costs
associated with data-sharing relationships and the adherence to
ethical policies may create tradeoﬀs between increased AI product
competition and more ethical AI production.

AI is important for future macroeconomic growth, and data is
a key input in AI production [15,27,32]. Many future AI products
will replace some aspects of human labor, augment human
capabilities, and revolutionize data analysis [1,10,12,28]; yet these
gains will only be realized through training algorithms supporting
AI products with tons of data. The mass collection and use of data,
particularly personally identifiable information (PII) or biometric
data, raises concerns about firms’ ethical obligations to protect
individuals and reduce the likelihood of discriminatory outcomes
[7,4,14,72]. Moreover, scholars highlight many fairness issues
stemming from the development and use of AI and algorithms,
such as unrepresentative training data, biased programmers, and
an overemphasis on prediction accuracy, which may negatively
impact decision-making or harm a demographic subgroup
[6,20,31,55].
Over the past several years, AI’s ethical use has been a popular
topic among academics and journalists alike, with much of the
research focusing on issues related to privacy and outcome
fairness [65]. Despite the increased usage of AI in organizations,
awareness of the potential pitfalls of using AI and certain training
data lags. A recent study of Google search trends shows a
significant increase in searches related to AI-based recruitment
and algorithmic bias since 2016; however, there has been no
increase in similar searches focused on ethical recruitment and
hiring [53]. Though there have been numerous calls to action,
urging governments to regulate AI and provide substantive
guidelines for ethical AI development and usage [70], no
widescale policies have emerged. The European Union (EU)
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and California
Consumer Protection Act (CCPA) are the most wide-scale data
regulation; however, they only cover one aspect of ethics: privacy.
Even though the EU is currently drafting broader AI regulations,
it may be years before these regulations are finalized and take
effect. Moreover, similar to privacy regulations, these regulations
with be concentrated in more developed countries, primarily in
Europe 1.
Given the lack of guidance from governments, guidelines
focused on AI design, deployment, and usage are usually created
and adhered to at the firm level, leaving ample room for ambiguity
and providing limited guidance for startups. Ethical AI principles
may be substantially different and applied in various ways across
firms and industries. Still, it often includes guidance on
understanding potential biases in training data and algorithms
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18 ethical AI policies from governments, Jobin et al. 2019

Introduction

and how they manifest in algorithms and impact the fairness of
their AI product’s recommended outcomes. These policies signify
the importance of ethics to these firms’ managers, investors, and
stakeholders. Creating more ethical AI products, adopting these
policies, and ultimately following these policies have tangible
costs. For instance, firms may hire additional minority
programmers to code their algorithms, yet the search for and
scarcity of minority engineering talent may be expensive.
Furthermore, searching for more representative training data or
dropping training data deemed to be less fair or possibly lead to
biased outcomes may be an insurmountable hurdle for a newly
founded startup with limited funding.
For example, these policies may require that data containing
PII or information on legally protected statuses like ethnicity,
gender, or age, are not used in AI production, limiting access to
needed training data resources. Limited training data may reduce
algorithmic effectiveness at predicting outcomes. Moreover, the
policies may guide managers to build AI products that prioritize
prosocial outcomes. For instance, it is not simply that the firm
wants to build an algorithm that is the best at predicting an
outcome in aggregate; they want an algorithm that best predicts
an outcome for all races and genders individually. Furthermore,
some startups may even turn down deals that conflict with their
ethical guidelines, such as refusing to work with the military or
police forces, directly reducing their revenues. Larger hightechnology firms have crafted ethical AI policies that align with
their business models, reduce liabilities, and limit the chances of a
public relations fiasco. There are many examples of these larger
firms turning down business that conflicts with their ethical
principles 2 . Still, it may be that turning down revenue from
potentially unethical customers makes other customers more
willing to collaborate with them. However, AI startups may only
have a handful of customers. Turning down business from a single
firm may threaten their survival
If AI startups lack adequate training data, they may partner
with a technology firm to access better or more representative
training data. Many high-technology firms have established
norms around AI development and share their guidance on
potential negative externalities from AI usage [36,64]. As a result,
private firms in the US, UK, and EU published a quarter of the
available AI guideline documents [40] 3. Intel 4, IBM 5, Microsoft 6,
SAP 7 , Sony 8 , and Google 9 have shared ethical guidelines that
provide insight into algorithmic transparency, bias, and fairness,
describing many implications for justice, equity, and privacy.
These partnerships may make ethical AI production concerns
more salient, and in some cases, these startups may be held

accountable to the high technologies firm’s AI development
norms.
Larger technology firms, especially the largest three
technology firms (e.g., Amazon, Google, and Microsoft) that are
also cloud services providers (CSPs), share many data-related
resources with startups on their cloud platforms. They may be
more comfortable partnering with AI startups that take ethics
seriously. However, these technology firms invest heavily in AI
product development and often compete downstream in the AI
product market. The information and feedback startups share
through the data-sharing partnership may reduce downstream
competition [23,46], potentially making these data-sharing
relationships very costly. For instance, startups may exchange
non-pecuniary resources, like product information, industry
insight, or feedback on the larger firm’s development platform,
products, and training data, in exchange for data through this
relationship [56].
Data as inputs in AI production leads to two interesting points
of tension in the AI development industry. First, using personal
data to train AI directly or indirectly (i.e., through an omitted
covariate) may negatively affect consumer welfare by leading to
biased outcomes or revealing consumer willingness to pay. Datasharing partnerships with technology firms may incentivize
startups to follow their ethical norms and enable startups to avoid
using less appropriate training data. However, this relationship
may allow technology firms to collect and aggregate valuable
information and feedback about the AI industry from many
startups, reducing downstream competition. In turn, this
downstream competition could also negatively impact consumer
welfare, possibly even muting the gains to consumer welfare from
more ethical AI startup product development. Second, the costs
associated with developing more ethical AI products may reduce
startup entry and resulting innovation. Entrepreneurs generally
have limited resources compared with more established firms,
leading them to experience more ethical dilemmas and impacting
how they respond to these dilemmas [35]. Since more ethical AI
production has numerous additional costs, these nascent startups
may not have the resources to adhere to ethical AI guidelines or
develop products demanded by a more ethically conscious market.
This paper explores the relationship between prior resources
and AI startups’ actions to address numerous data-related ethical
issues. Our research question is whether and how prior resources,
such as funding, data sharing relationships, and experience with
GDPR, impact the adoption and use of ethical AI principles. We
assess these issues by collecting and analyzing novel survey data
from 225 AI startups. We find that more than half of responding
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6 Microsoft AI Principles. Microsoft https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ourapproach-to-ai (2017).
7 SAP’s guiding principles for artificial intelligence (AI). SAP
https://www.sap.com/products/leonardo/machine-learning/ai-ethics.html#guidingprinciples (2018).
8 Sony Group AI Ethics Guidelines (Sony, 2018).
https://www.sony.net/SonyInfo/csr_report/humanrights
/AI_Engagement_within_Sony_Group.pdf
9 DeepMind, acquired by Google in 2014, issues guidelines in addition to Google.
DeepMind ethics and society principles. DeepMind
https://deepmind.com/applied/deepmind-ethics-society/principles/ (2017). Artificial
intelligence at Google: our principles. Google AI https://ai.google/principles/ (2019).

Washington Post: Microsoft won’t sell police its facial-recognition technology,
following similar moves by Amazon and IBM,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/06/11/microsoft-facialrecognition/ and Big tech companies back away from selling facial recognition to
police, https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/6/10/
3 Jobin et al. 2019 details 84 ethical guidelines produced worldwide in the last
several years.
4 Intel’s AI Privacy Policy White Paper: Protecting Individuals’ Privacy and Data In
The Artificial Intelligence World (Intel, 2018).
5 Everyday Ethics for Artificial Intelligence (IBM, 2018). Transparency and trust in
the cognitive era. IBM https://www.ibm.com/blogs/think/2017/01/ibm-cognitiveprinciples/ (2017).
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startups have ethical AI principles. However, many of those have
never invoked their ethical AI principles in a way that negatively
impacted their business, such as firing an employee, dropping
training data, or turning down a sale. Startups with data-sharing
relationships with high-technology firms or prior experience with
privacy regulations are more likely to establish ethical AI
principles and incur adverse business outcomes, like dismissing
employees, dropping training data, or turning down business, to
adhere to their ethical AI policies. Moreover, startups with ethical
AI policies are more likely to invest in unconscious bias training,
hire ethnic minorities and female programmers, seek expert
advice, and search for more diverse training data. Potential costs
associated with data-sharing relationships and the adherence to
ethical policies may create tradeoffs between increased AI product
competition and more ethical AI production.
On the one hand, having an ethics policy may signal that a
startup is more willing to adapt to the industry’s broader norms.
Investors may be more willing to invest in AI startups with ethical
policies and leaders who prioritize developing ethical AI norms.
For instance, investors could worry about PR-related issues or
reduced exit opportunities for startups with ethical issues or
products that facilitate discriminatory behavior. Furthermore, as
potential algorithmic bias and resulting discrimination are more
universally acknowledged as a risk, there could be increased
liability related to product usage once judicial rulings are
established. On the other hand, producing more ethical AI has
costs startups may not be able to incur, such as turning down
business from early customers, hiring niche programmer talent,
or dropping data. Furthermore, startups may provide nonpecuniary resources (i.e., information, feedback [57]) to develop a
data-sharing relationship, making the cost of these relationships,
even though they are related to more ethical decisions, more
costly than they realize.
Our paper makes several contributions. First, we contribute to
the developing literature on the role of data for AI-producing
firms [12,11,13,15,21,22,38,32]. Second, we contribute to a broader
literature on digitization [20,35,70]. Third, we contribute to the
nascent literature on ethics in AI development by highlighting the
case of AI startups, where these ethical issues are often related to
the acquisition and use of resources needed to survive
[50,67,68,61,63,69].
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the
academic literature on ethical development and usage of AI,
highlighting gaps in the research on how ethics interplays with
data access issues. Next, Section 3 discusses the data collected
from our survey of AI startups ending in March 2021, including
several data limitations, such as issues of non-response (response
rate: 6%) and the cross-sectional nature of our data. Section 4
explains our research design, which relies on Heckman’s selection
to help overcome potential non-response based on observable
characteristics and Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM) to support
that our treatment group, startups with AI ethics principles, is
demographically similar to those without principles. Our findings
(Section 5) highlight correlations between a firm’s prior resources
and ethics outcomes, focusing on data-sharing collaborations with
the high technology firms and prior experience with GRPR. Lastly,
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Section 6 discusses possible antecedents to AI startups adapting
ethical AI principles and concludes.

2

Prior Research on Ethical AI

First, we review research on ethical issues stemming from
personal data’s mass collection, monitoring individuals, and
related privacy implications. This literature highlights tradeoffs
between using certain types of data and possible ethical issues that
could arise. Next, we focus on more recent issues of algorithmic
bias stemming from training data and programmers. In addition
to the choice of training data, how programmers code the
algorithm could introduce bias, impacting the fairness of
outcomes. Lastly, there is nascent literature on the impact of
managers within organizations using potentially biased AI
outcomes in ways that accounts for these biases, highlighting the
importance of ethics education for managers.

2.1

Privacy and Monitoring

Firms must choose what types of data they use to train their
AI products’ algorithms. Often, firms use data about unique
individuals, such as information on past purchases or preferences,
which, when with other demographic information, enables the
identification of a specific individual. The ability to identify
someone from their data, passively collected through normal
business activities, leads to numerous concerns about the possible
negative externalities [14]. In most cases, consumers willingly
share this information to enjoy services or social media platforms
they highly value [2]. In response to growing privacy concerns,
governments created substantive legislation (e.g., GDPR, CCPA)
covering a broad range of ethical issues, including the right to
access, delete, and prevent the sale of one’s personal data held by
a firm and to know what personal data is being collected and
stored by one’s employer.
Ethical concerns also arise from using AI to monitor
individuals by capturing personal information, such as motions
and gestures, to identify anomalies or unwanted behavior
patterns. AI products focused on monitoring have many socially
positive outcomes applications, such as increasing fairness by
ensuring students do not cheat on exams [9] or reducing road
hazards by buzzing truck drivers that start to dose. Even for
socially beneficial outcomes, monitoring technologies raise
concerns about the organization’s role in forcing members to be
subjected to these more intrusive, albeit passive, technologies.
Alternately, there are substantial risks associated with these “Bigbrother” style surveillance systems. For instance, police or
military could use AI in detrimental ways, such as discriminating
against or targeting a particular group by searching crowds for
individuals based on their faces or appearance.
The literature on the impact of data privacy regulation also
gives us insight into how increased adherence to ethical norms
impacts smaller, newer firms. For example, increased government
regulation, though uniformly guiding firms on handling ethical
issues that may harm consumers, may also reduce the amount of
training data collected and used in AI development. This tradeoff
between increased regulation and data availability could
asymmetrically negatively impact smaller firms that need data to

develop their products and grow, creating competitive barriers for
some startups [13,42,44,53].

2.2

Algorithmic Bias

Issues with an algorithm’s training data can introduce bias
into outcomes, impacting the fairness of outcomes [8,54]. For
example, an unrepresentative sample of data collected from a
single race or gender could bias outcomes and is particularly
relevant when training AI with biometrics data, such as images of
faces, eyes, or fingerprints [59]. A typical example is using photos
of human faces to train AI products focused on recognizing an
individual. If you only use photos of one demography’s faces, the
AI product will better identify individuals similar to those in the
sample. Models may need to control for sensitive demographic
information instead of ignoring it; otherwise, the endogeneity of
related variables may confound results, introducing unaccountedfor biases [19].
Programmers are often unaware that their product’s resulting
outcomes are biased. Even if they know that their results are
biased, they often cannot determine that bias’s exact source [5].
AI products are often referred to as a “black box,” having little
ability to explain causal relationships [3,26]. Data regulation has
required that certain types of AI products, such as training data
and algorithms used in recruitment and hiring, and results are
more “explainable.” However, even additional transparency may
not entirely reduce bias, especially when the source of the bias
and relationships among the model’s inputs are causally
unknown.
Even if the sample is representative, programmers could
introduce bias by building algorithms in a certain way. A recent
field study has shown that a particular demographic subgroup is
not more biased per se; still, there is a benefit (i.e., reduced
prediction errors) to having more demographic subgroup
diversity [22]. Moreover, how programmers code outcomes could
introduce bias into an algorithmic model [20]. For example,
including all employees who left a firm in a turnover algorithm
may capture individuals who left the firm for poor performance
and, additionally, individuals who left because they did not fit
with the firm’s culture. In many cases, outcomes are endogenous,
with other aspects of demography not accounted for in an AI
product’s underlying algorithms. Moreover, feedback loops,
where outcomes from the initial algorithm are used in future
iterations, can further exacerbate these initial biases [20]. Lastly,
algorithmic bias can also occur when programmers are overly
focused on prediction accuracy instead of weighing the benefits
of accuracy with other prosocial outcomes [19].

2.3

Impact of Managers

Most algorithms have one goal, prediction accuracy, and in
most cases, the algorithm type and the associated training data are
chosen as the first step toward reaching this goal. In cases where
programmers prioritize algorithmic accuracy, it may be best for
humans to make the final decision by weighing the potential
source of biases and the organization’s prosocial goals. Even if
outcomes from AI products are biased, managers can use these
outcomes combined with other information to produce a final

outcome that is ultimately less biased. Just because the AI is biased
does not mean that the resulting decisions are biased; managers
can use AI as a tool to complement their constrained decisionmaking processes [45].
Often biases from algorithms or less representative samples
emerge in organizational decision-making processes. Managers
benefit from education about recognizing sources of algorithmic
bias and other forms of unconscious bias that could impact their
decision-making [51,62,66]. Even though managers may benefit
from a more metered approach, using AI to complement other
information in their decision-making process, they often avoid
using AI when made aware of potential biases [21]. Though recent
frameworks have been introduced to help identify ethical issues
[63] and raise awareness of the tradeoffs between ethics, bias, and
the use of big data in machine learning processes [68], theoretical
development needs to reflect the speed with which organizations
are adopting AI. Some managers are unaware of the possibility
that their AI products are biased, producing less fair outcomes;
however, given the amount of evidence provided in the current
stream of research, managers should be made aware of ethical
issues and held accountable for ameliorating these issues [50].
Moreover, augmentation of human-AI interaction and research to
better understand this interaction is needed as AI becomes more
prevalent in organizations [67].
Lastly, prior research argues specific demographic subgroups
may make better decisions than others. For instance, female
students [49,60] and female managers are more likely to make
ethical business decisions [16,17,24,25,33,29]. This issue is
exacerbated as high-paying STEM jobs, designing algorithms and
AI, are often advertised more to men than women [48]. High
technology firms have made strides in more inclusive hiring, and
business school faculty members, aware of the potential issues of
working with big data, have created awareness around the need
for ethical AI development education [3,20]. Furthermore, those
who take courses in ethics are more likely to make more ethical
decisions. Over the past decade, the curriculum at many business
schools has focused more on business ethics [18,30,52]. However,
men are more likely to go to business school, and some argue that
men benefit more than women from business education [71].
Additionally, many top-ranked business schools (e.g., Harvard,
MIT, NYU) have built out courses that focus on managing AI
development and use within organizations.

3

Survey Data and Measures

We use data from a survey of AI startups, including questions
regarding the development of ethical AI principles and the impact
of these principles on business decisions. We list these questions
in Appendix A. We pretested the survey with several academics
and practitioners associated with startups and then administered
the survey from January 2021 to March 2021 through Qualtrics.
We received 225 responses from AI startups in our sample; these
firms confirmed they develop AI products in the first survey
question.
Respondents to our survey come from several sampling
frames, including Crunchbase, Pitchbook, Creative Destruction
Labs, and an incubator at Technische Universität München
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(TUM). From Crunchbase and Pitchbook, we identify firms
associated with the keyword “artificial intelligence” that are in
operation yet have not experienced an initial public offering (IPO).
Additionally, we received a contact list of AI startups from the
Creative Destruction Lab, a startup incubator based in Toronto,
and another contact list from Philipp Hartmann and Joachim
Henkel at TUM [38]. To develop a more homogenous sample of
firms for our analysis, we exclude larger (more than 500
employees) or older (more than ten years old) firms. We sent a
digital survey via email to the 3,790 firms in our sample address
to the founders, chief technology officer, or executives who know
their firm’s business model and technologies.
Firms responding to our survey are about four years old and
employ, on average, 23 employees, with more than 40% of firms
having ten or fewer employees. Even though the survey was
administered worldwide, most of our responses are from more
developed countries, with almost 80% of responses from the
United States, Canada, and Europe. Since our response rate is 6%,
we analyze whether certain firms are more or less likely to
respond to the survey. In the first stage of our analysis, we use
Heckman’s selection procedure, described in the section below, to
help correct any potential non-response bias based on
demographics observables. However, correlated unobservables,
variations not captured by our data, may bias our estimates and
results.
There is variation by region, with Asia-headquartered firms
most likely to have policies and middle eastern and African
headquartered firms least likely to have policies. There are,
however, only slight differences between policy adoption of firms
in North America and Europe, where more than three-quarters of
responding firms are located. Similar to ethical AI policy adoption,
we find that business outcomes resulting from startups adhering
to their ethical AI principles vary by firm size and HQ location.
Larger firms are much more likely to dismiss an employee and
drop data, and firms in Europe are more likely to turn down
business and drop data. Larger startups with more than ten
employees are more likely to hire a female or minority
programmer. Additionally, firms in the US are more likely to
acquire additional, more diverse training data and conduct
unconscious bias training than firms in Europe and other parts of
the world.
For the selection probit, we include indicator variables for
firms that are more than six years old (0.29 SD 0.45), have a
minority founder (0.05 SD 0.21), or are located in the United States
(0.37 SD 0.34). For the main results, we also include indicator
variables for smaller firms with ten or fewer employees (0.41 SD
0.49) and firms located in cities with a higher concentration of
venture capital firms (San Francisco, London, New York, Boston,
and Hong Kong, 0.24 SD 0.43).

10

Some startups in our sample are listed in Crunchbase and/or Pitchbook with
nothing more than a description. These startups are likely small, nascent ventures
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Table 1.A – Firm Summary
Measure

Mean

SD

Min

Max

4.08

1.89

1

10

Young (< 3 years)

0.49

0.50

0

1

Older ( >6 years)

0.29

0.45

0

1

Age

Employee (Avg. Count)

23

26

1

175

Small ( <11 employees)

0.41

0.49

0

1

Large ( >100 employees)

0.24

0.42

0

1

0.24

0.43

0

1

VC Location
Headquarters Location
United States

34%

California

3%

New York

6%

Massachusetts

2%

United Kingdom

11%

Canada

4%

European Union

27%

Other Developed

17%

Other Emerging

7%

Table 1.A summarizes demographics for the 159 startups
included in our analyses.
We pair the survey data with firm-level data from both
Crunchbase and Pitchbook to build our measures. Of the 225
survey respondents, 159 responding firms have available
demographic and funding information in Crunchbase or
Pitchbook 10. From the survey, we create dummy variables for a) if
the firm had established an ethical AI policy (0.58 SD 0.50); b) if
the firm acted upon those principles by turning down business
(0.21 SD 0.41), dismissing an employee (0.06 SD 0.24), or dropping
training data (0.20 SD 0.40); and c) if the firm had taken the
following ethics-related actions, including considering diversity
when selecting training data (0.45 SD 0.45), hiring a minority or
female programmer (0.67 SD 0.48), offering bias training (0.26 SD
0.44), or seeking expert advice (0.35 SD 0.47).
Next, we create indicator variables for if a startup has a datasharing partnership with a technology firm (0.45 SD 0.50), prior
experience with GDPR (0.62 SD 0.48), or received funding a)
before the survey was administered in 2021 (0.64 SD 0.47), b)
before for the survey was administered from a VC investor (0.28
SD 0.45). Lastly, we create indicator variables for if a startup was
founded by a female (0.10 SD 0.30) or Master of Business
Administration degree (MBA) graduate (0.11 SD 0.32).

that will have additional data paired in the future as they grow. We drop any firms
that are public (IPO), have acquired another firm, or are more than 10 years old.

Table 1.B – Measure Summary
Measure

Mean

SD

Min

Max

0.58

0.50

0

1

Dependent Variables
Ethical AI Principles?

demographic dummy variables (e.g., US, Older (>6 years old), and
minority founder) plausibly correlated with sample response.
Now that we have obtained the estimates of γ from the
selection equation, we compute the inverse Mills ratios of each
observation.

Due to these principles, has your firm:
Dismissed Employee

0.06

0.24

0

1

Dropped Data

0.20

0.40

0

1

Turned Down Business

0.21

0.41

0

1

Independent Variables & Controls
Log (Funding through 2020)

8.90

6.80

0

17.7

Funding through 2020

0.64

0.47

0

1

VC Backed

0.28

0.45

0

1

Has your firm done the following:
Considered Diversity

0.45

0.45

0

1

Hired Minority

0.67

0.48

0

1

Unconscious Bias Training

0.26

0.44

0

1

Sought Expert Advice

0.35

0.47

0

1

Tech Firm Collab.

0.45

0.50

0

1

GDPR (Prior Exp.)

0.62

0.48

0

1

Diversity (Minority) Founder

0.05

0.21

0

1

Female Founder/CEO

0.10

0.30

0

1

Founder with MBA

0.11

0.32

0

1

Table 1.B summarizes measures for the 159 startups
included in our analyses.

4

Methods

We use regression models to explore prior resources and
ethical AI policies. We use Heckman’s selection approach [39,40]
and Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM; [41]) to help address
selection and endogeneity issues. First, given our lower survey
response rate and reliance on cross-sectional data, we analyze if
our survey respondents are similar to the broader population of
startups in Crunchbase and Pitchbook. From initial t-tests, we find
that responses from the United States are overrepresented, but
California, where many startups are based, is underrepresented.
Moreover, younger firms are less likely to respond to our survey.
To confirm this, we use a probit regression model to estimate the
likelihood of response (Table 2, selection specification below) 11.
Based on this, we use Heckman’s two-step procedure to
account for selection issues from possible respondent missingness
to support the argument that our sample of respondents does not
bias our main results. We include dummy variables for young
startups and startups with HQ locations in the United States or
California in the first step, below, to obtain estimates of γ.
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾 + 𝜇𝜇
(1)
where, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 takes the value of 1 if a firm in the population
responds to the survey, otherwise 0; 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 refers to a vector of firm
11

We look at response to the survey against the total population of AI startups
matching our criteria, currently available in Crunchbase and Pitchbook (4,967
startups)

𝜆𝜆 =

𝜙𝜙(𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾)

Φ(𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾)

(2)

where, 𝜙𝜙(𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾) refers to the probability density function, and
Φ(𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾) refers to the complementary cumulative distribution
function.
Next, we use CEM weighting and matching, based on region,
startup age, employment size, and VC funding before the survey
was administered, to ensure that the ﬁrms with an ethical AI
policy are observationally similar to those without an ethical AI
policy. e match reduces the diﬀerence in standardized means
across these observable demographic variables between the
respondents who have and do not have ethical AI principles. We
provide a table comparing these demographic variables of ﬁrms
before and aer the match and weighting in Appendix D.
We use the following regression speciﬁcation for our analysis:
(3)
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇
where, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 refers to an indicator variable for if the ﬁrm has a set of
ethical AI principles (yes, 1; otherwise, 0) in the main analysis;
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 refers to an indicator variable if a firm
collaborates with a technology firm to access data, has prior
experience with GDPR, or prior funding; ρ are controls for small
employment size (<11 employees) and HQ location in a top VC
city. When controlling for selection (i.e., representativeness of our
sample compared with the population of AI startups that we
sourced and contacted) with IMR, the inverse of the Mills ratio,
we include the term λ, in the specification.
We control for ﬁrm size and if a ﬁrm is located in a city with
a high concentration of venture capital ﬁrms, which may be
related to outcomes. For example, smaller ﬁrms have fewer
employees, so they may be less likely to ﬁre employees.
Additionally, proximity to the largest VC may capture the impact
of these interactions between large institutional investors and
similar ﬁrms in the same location; these learnings may be
informally shared, impacting our results. Furthermore, cities with
more VC ﬁrms also have more technology ﬁrms. We pay close
aention that these control variables are not highly correlated
with ﬁrm age, founder demographics, or HQ location in the US, as
we use those control variables in the ﬁrst stage of the Heckman
selection model. We provide these correlations in Appendix B,
Tables B.1-B3.

5
5.1

Findings
Selection

First, we examine aspects of selection through a probit
speciﬁcation (equation 1) to understand which aributes of
startups in the sample are related to higher or lower response
rates. We ﬁnd that older startups (+0.22 SD 0.08) and ﬁrms with a
minority founder (+0.45 SD 0.18) are more likely to respond to the
survey. On the other hand, ﬁrms based in the US (-0.28 SD 0.08),
where the bulk of startups in our sample are located, are less likely
to respond. From these estimates, we calculate IMR (equation 2),
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which can be added as a control to correct estimates for selection
issues in the main speciﬁcation.
Table 2 - Response Probit
(1)
DV, Dummy:
Response
Old ( >6 Years)
0.223***
(0.079)
USA
-0.282***
(0.075)
Minority Founder
0.447**
(0.180)
Firms
3,790
Table 2: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 225 startups respond
to the survey. is probit model is the ﬁrst stage of the
Heckman selection procedure.

5.2

Main Results

Next, we explore the relationship between prior resources and
policy adoption through a series of cross-sectional OLS
regressions. We ﬁnd a signiﬁcant positive relationship between
having a technology ﬁrm data collaboration and adopting AI
principles (Table 3, model (1): +0.25 SD 0.08). In model (2) we use
a CEM weighted regression, and in model (3) we include
additional controls for size (ten or fewer employees) and location
near a city with a greater presence of high-technology and
venture capital ﬁrms (SF, London, New York, Boston, Hong Kong),
ﬁnding similar results. Lastly, in model (4) we include an
additional control for if a ﬁrm received funding before 2021, a
proxy for prior fundraising performance, to provide additional
support for our argument that prior data collaborations with
technology ﬁrms are not necessarily related to observable
measures of prior performance (model (4): 0.29 SD 0.08). While we
make no causal assumption, these technology ﬁrms may be more
likely to share data with AI startups with ethical AI principles
than those without, limiting their exposure to and liabilities from
data misuse. At the same time, it could be that these technology
ﬁrms provide information through their corporate accelerators,
marketing programs, or cloud-service relationships about the
importance of developing AI more ethically.
Furthermore, using the same build-up of regression models,
we show a signiﬁcant positive relationship between prior
experience with GDPR and the increased adoption of AI principles
(Table 3, model (8): +0.19 SD 0.08). Data privacy is a critical
component of ethical AI development, and many aspects of GDPR
reduce ethical issues and make those concerns salient to startups.
Moreover, prior experience with GDPR may incentivize ﬁrms to
think more proactively about other aspects of potential
regulations, such as speciﬁc AI development-related regulations.
ese ﬁndings support a signiﬁcant positive relationship between
prior resources, such as data relationships and prior regulatory
experience, and future AI ethics principles adoption. Lastly, we
show that prior funding is not related to adopting ethical AI
principles (Appendix C, Table C.1).
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Table 3 - AI Ethics Principles (Prior Resources)
DV [0,1]:
Does your firm have Ethical AI Principles?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Tech Firm
0.250***
0.294***
0.291***
0.286***
Data Coll.
(0.076)
(0.079)
(0.079)
(0.080)
Employees
0.063
0.096
(<11)
(0.082)
(0.083)
VC Loc.
0.070
0.066
(0.089)
(0.088)
Funding
-0.102
bf. 2021
(0.081)
Firms
159
159
159
159
Adj R2
0.057
0.071
0.068
0.071
CEM
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
(5)
0.226***
(0.081)

(6)
0.199**
(0.084)

(7)
0.198**
(0.084)
0.022
(0.082)
0.086
(0.091)

(8)
GDPR
0.189**
(0.084)
Employees
0.054
(<11)
(0.084)
VC Loc.
0.082
(0.091)
Funding
-0.099
bf. 2021
(0.086)
Firms
159
159
159
159
Adj R2
0.043
0.024
0.023
0.025
CEM
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Table 3: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All measures are
indicator variables. Coeﬃcients are estimated using OLS
regression and include robust standard errors, in
parentheses below the coeﬃcient. Models (2)- (4) and (6)- (8)
include weighting (CEM), based on ﬁrm age, employment
size, and region.
We explore aributes of founders that could be potential
mechanisms moderating the relationship between having a datasharing relationship with a technology ﬁrm. Based on the
speciﬁcation we use for the main results, we include an
interaction for two scenarios: ﬁrst, having a female founder and,
second, having a founder with an MBA, reported in Table 4. In
Table 4, model (1) we show having a female founder in addition
to having a data-sharing relationship with a large technology ﬁrm
is related to a signiﬁcant increase in adopting ethical AI principles
(model (1): +0.53 SD 0.08). Moreover, in model (2) we show that
having a founder with an MBA is related to a signiﬁcant increase
in adopting ethical AI principles (model (2): +0.33 SD 0.16).

Table 5 – Ethical Outcome (Treatment)
(1)
(2)
DV, Dummy:
Dismissed Employee
Tech Firm Data
0.136*
Collaboration
(0.077)
GDPR
0.051
(0.066)
Employees (<11)
0.082
0.045
(0.081)
(0.068)
VC Location
0.077
0.077
(0.084)
(0.086)
Adj R2
0.0222
-0.0148

Table 4 - Tech Collaboration (Interaction)
(1)
(2)
DV, Dummy:
AI Principles?
Tech Firm Data Collab.
0.285***
0.269***
(0.084)
(0.085)
Female
0.054
(0.161)
Tech x Female
0.531***
(0.078)
Founder MBA
-0.143
(0.153)
Tech x MBA
0.329**
(0.160)
Employees (<11)
0.047
0.061
(0.087)
(0.083)
VC Location
0.058
0.066
(0.091)
(0.090)
Firms
159
159
Adj R2
0.0614
0.0614
CEM Weighed
Yes
Yes
Table 4: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All variables included
are indicator variables. Coeﬃcients are estimated using OLS
regression and include robust standard errors, in
parentheses below the coeﬃcient. All models include
weighting (CEM) based on ﬁrm age, employment size, and
region.

5.3

AI Policy Adherence

A set of ethical AI principles in and of itself is not important
unless ﬁrms adhere to those principles. From the survey, we asked
startups with AI policies to provide additional information on
how adherence to these policies impacts their business outcomes
to determine if ethics policies are followed instead of being signals
to investors. More than half of the 90 ﬁrms with ethical AI
principles experienced at least one negative business outcome
because they adhered to their ethical AI principles. ough this is
not an exhaustive list of outcomes, these ﬁelds provide insight
into how being more ethical impacts AI startups’ operations,
costs, and revenues in data-centric production. Furthermore,
though this question asks respondents if they have incurred a
negative business outcome due to their AI principles, there is a
possibility that these outcomes could have occurred anyways or
were misaributed to adopting AI principles.
For the treatment group, ﬁrms with an AI ethics policy, we
ﬁnd that startups with a data-sharing collaboration with a
technology ﬁrm are substantially more likely to dismiss an
employee (Table 5, model (1): +0.14 SD 0.08) and turndown
business due to their AI principles (model (5): +0.25 SD 0.11).
Moreover, startups with prior experience with GDPR are more
likely to drop training data when adhering to their AI principles
(model (4): +0.20 SD 0.11) 12.
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There is no significant difference between how GDPR effects startups in the US
versus Europe. Even though it is a European regulation, it is widely followed in most
developed countries.

Tech Firm Data
Collaboration
GDPR
Employees (<11)
VC Location
Adj R2

(3)
(4)
Dropped Training Data
0.077
(0.108)
0.204*
(0.107)
-0.119
-0.108
(0.107)
(0.104)
0.056
0.052
(0.115)
(0.111)
-0.00192
0.0279

(5)
(6)
Turned Down Business
Tech Firm Data
0.246**
Collaboration
(0.109)
GDPR
-0.047
(0.114)
Employees (<11)
0.070
-0.024
(0.110)
(0.104)
VC Location
0.277**
0.280**
(0.115)
(0.118)
Adj R2
0.0908
0.0349
Table 5: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All variables included
are indicator variables. Coeﬃcients are estimated using OLS
regression and include robust standard errors, in
parentheses below the coeﬃcient. All models include 90
startups, all with Ethical AI policies, and weigh regression
based on ﬁrm age, employment size, and region (CEM).

5.4

Ethics Related Actions

Many ﬁrms have taken ethics-related actions not necessarily
connected to adopting ethical AI principles, such as hiring
minorities, using more diverse training data, seeking expert
advice, and conducting bias training. We examine the relationship
between having an ethical AI policy and these ethics-related
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actions. Using CEM weighted regressions and controlling for size
and location, we ﬁnd a positive relationship between having an
ethical AI policy and all ethics-related actions. In Table 6, we
report that having an ethical AI policy is related to sourcing more
diverse training data (Table 6, model (1): +0.19 SD 0.08), seeking
expert data ethics advice (model (3): +0.30 SD 0.07), hiring
minority and female programmers (model (5): +0.16 SD 0.08), and
hosting unconscious bias training for employees (model (7): +0.19
SD 0.07).
Table 6 - Ethical Firm Actions
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Training Data
DV, Dummy:
Expert Advice
Diversity
Ethical AI Policy

0.187**
(0.080)

IMR
Employees (<11)
VC Location
Firms
Adj R2
CEM Weighed

0.000
(0.080)
0.115
(0.093)
159
0.029
Yes

0.191**
(0.081)
0.302
(0.290)
-0.015
(0.082)
0.110
(0.093)
159
0.029
Yes

(5)
(6)
Minority Hire
Ethical AI Policy

0.300***
(0.070)

0.016
(0.072)
0.200**
(0.091)
159
0.123
Yes

0.299***
(0.070)
-0.107
(0.272)
0.022
(0.073)
0.201**
(0.092)
159
0.118
Yes

(7)
(8)
Bias Training

0.150*
0.192*** 0.196***
(0.077)
(0.065)
(0.066)
IMR
-0.356
0.319
(0.278)
(0.265)
Employees (<11)
-0.173** -0.154** 0.021
0.005
(0.077)
(0.078)
(0.068)
(0.069)
VC Location
0.073
0.079
0.152*
0.147*
(0.080)
(0.082)
(0.085)
(0.088)
Firms
159
159
159
159
Adj R2
0.047
0.052
0.057
0.061
CEM Weighed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Table 6: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All variables included
are indicator variables. Coeﬃcients are estimated using OLS
regression and include robust standard errors, in
parentheses below the coeﬃcient. All models include
weight regressions based on ﬁrm age, employment size, and
region (CEM). Additionally, models (2), (4), (6), and (8)
include IMR from Heckman’s selection procedure

5.5

0.155**
(0.077)

Robustness

To further support these results, we run these models using
probit and report results in Appendix C, Table C.2. In this
additional analysis, we ﬁnd similar results to our previous
regressions in Table 3, prior data-sharing relationships with high
technology ﬁrms and being negatively impacted by GDPR are
positively related to having an ethical AI policy.

Next, we re-run the same speciﬁcations as in Table 3 with an
additional selection control, IMR, from Heckman’s selection
equation, reported in Table 2. ese results are similar to the main
analysis (Appendix C, Table C.3). We omit IMR in the main
regressions because the coeﬃcient on the term is not signiﬁcant.
We interpret this as such; observable aspects of selection
correlated with response do not signiﬁcantly relate to adopting
ethical AI principles. Even though there is some evidence that
older ﬁrms and ﬁrms with a minority founder are more likely to
respond and that ﬁrms in the USA are less likely to respond, these
aspects of selection do not materially impact the ethical AI policy
adoption and adherence. We show that our results remain similar
regardless of the inclusion of IMR, and even though IMR is not
signiﬁcant, it may still eﬀectively adjust estimates. We do not run
the lasso model with the added selection control, IMR, as we need
to ensure no substantial correlation between variables used in the
ﬁrst stage of Heckman’s selection procedure and controls in the
second-stage regressions.
Lastly, in Table C.4 we use a linear regression model with two
types of lasso procedures (double selection and partialing out) to
select control variables. Even when the machine learning model
chooses control variables, results remain signiﬁcant and similar to
the main results.
Our results rely on cross-sectional survey data, which has its
limitations. However, we aempt to address these issues by
detailing plausible alternative explanations [65] and Coarsened
Exact Matching. ough we control for startup size and
headquarters location in a city with a large concentration of
venture capital ﬁrms, we cannot entirely rule out that ﬁrms with
ethical AI policies are not more likely to partner with high
technology ﬁrms. Moreover, other unobservable aspects of these
relationships may be correlated with policy adoption. For
instance, having a supplier relationship with a CSP, a speciﬁc type
of technology ﬁrm, may impact outcomes. We use prior VC
funding in our CEM equation and control for prior funding in the
main regressions, yet we rely only on observable data.

6

Conclusion

is study provides insight into how AI startups, newly
founded ﬁrms on the front lines of AI product development,
address ethical issues. Combined with our prior surveys, this data
is a step towards understanding entrepreneurship around AI and
the issues impacting startups relying on big datasets in
production. Given the value of AI to the economy more broadly,
these ﬁrms’ innovations are anticipated to be important for labor
productivity and future macroeconomic growth. However, similar
to the impact of data privacy, there are tradeoﬀs between many
ethical issues and the ability to access and use certain data.
In all scenarios explored, the relationship with a technology
ﬁrm is related to more ethical startup behavior. ese technology
ﬁrms have created norms, oen cited and followed by startups,
since there are no extant government policies other than privacy
regulations addressing many of these ethical issues. Without
regulation, these startups may be more reliant on these
technology ﬁrms. Many of these technology ﬁrms, such as CSPs,
have invested heavily in AI and work with many startups. is
increased reliance could negatively impact downstream
competition in the AI product market. Recent entrepreneurship
research has clearly articulated the risks of information sharing
and the close relationship between certain startups and the largest

technology ﬁrms to downstream competition [23,46]. Moreover,
information and feedback, non-pecuniary resources provided to
the larger ﬁrm, though not particularly valuable to the startup, in
aggregate, may be highly valuable to the recipient. Without
regulation, these prior relationships and regulatory experience
may enable startups to navigate complex ethical issues and make
more ethical choices, increasing their operations costs by
dropping current training data to search for more diverse training
data or reducing revenues by refusing to sell to less ethical
customers.
e conversation around the cost of ethical AI development is
becoming even more important as those costs will likely further
increase as startups use more sophisticated algorithms that
require even more data. For example, when more startups use
neural networks, they may be less willing to drop data as larger
data sources are needed to train a functional product. is training
data will be even more valuable to startups as, without it, their
product will not function properly, raising the cost of deleting
data to comply with internal ethics policies.
In addition to reducing the need for startups to rely on
technology ﬁrms, AI regulation could incentivize ﬁrms to develop
more ethically. From our analysis, it is apparent that many AI
startups are aware of possible ethical issues and have created
ethical AI policies yet have not invoked those policies in more
costly ways (e.g., dropping data, turning down business,
dismissing employees). It is plausible that these startups have not
been in situations that conﬂicted with their ethical AI policies.
However, it is just as plausible, if not more so, that startups do not
fully adhere to their internal policies as these costs are too much
for their nascent startup to bear.
ough we highlight the tradeoﬀ being regulation and data
availability, future research must ask whether downstream
competition and product innovation are more negatively
impacted by increased regulation or by startups sharing valuable
information with high technology ﬁrms. Both regulation and the
en mass sharing of information and feedback with technology
ﬁrms potentially raise the cost of AI entrepreneurship, possibly
reducing entry. Understanding these tradeoﬀs is critical as the AI
development industry grows in size and importance.
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Appendix
Appendix A.1 –Survey Questions
Ethics Questions:
Q50. Has your firm taken any of the following actions?
Yes (1)

No (2)

I don’t know or N/A (3)

Yes (1)

No (2)

I don’t know or N/A (99)

Offered unconscious bias training (1)
Hired an under-represented minority or female programmer (2)
Considered gender or racial diversity as criteria for selecting training data (3)
Sought expert advice on navigating ethical issues (4)
51 Does your firm have a set of ethical AI principles?
Yes
No
I don’t know
52 If your firm has ethical AI principles, has your firm ever:
Turned down business due to a conflict with these ethical AI principles (1)
Dismissed an employee that did not follow these ethical AI principles (2)
Stopped using certain training data that did not align with these ethical AI
principles (5)

Data Sharing Question:
30 Do you collaborate with other technology firms to access data?
Yes
No
I don’t know
GDPR Questions:
37 Have you created a new position to handle compliance associated with the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”)?
Yes
No
I don’t know or N/A
38 Have you reallocated resources in your firm to handle GDPR compliance?
Yes
No
I don’t know or N/A
39 Have you deleted some data in order to comply with GDPR?
Yes
No
I don’t know or N/A
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Appendix B – Correlations
Table B.1 – AI Ethics Principles and Ethical Outcomes Correlations
Turned
Ethical AI
Dismissed
Dropped
Down
Principles?
Employee
Data
Business
Dismissed Employee
0.2263*
0.0051
Dropped Data
0.4317*
0.3267*
0
0
Turned Down Business
0.4578*
0.4307*
0.4336*
0
0
0
Funding before end of 2019
-0.0756
-0.0355
-0.1126
0.0441
0.356
0.6656
0.1686
0.5905
Tech Firm Data Collaboration
0.2313*
0.1882*
0.2013*
0.2791*
0.0041
0.0202
0.0129
0.0005
GDPR (Prior Capability)
0.2477*
0.0959
0.2234*
0.0897
0.0021
0.2398
0.0057
0.2719

Sought Expert
Hired Minority/ Female Prog.
Bias Training
Funding before 2019 (Dummy)
Tech Firm Data Collaboration
GDPR (Prior Capability)

Table B.2 – Firm Ethical Action Correlations
Diverse
Hired
Sought
Training
Minority/
Expert
Data
Female
0.2103*
0.0093
0.2137*
0.1502
0.0082
0.0647
0.3604*
0.2396*
0.1337
0
0.0029
0.1004
0.0886
0.0733
-0.0758
0.2793
0.3713
0.3552
0.1774*
0.1191
0.1676*
0.0287
0.1439
0.039
0.1159
0.139
0.1635*
0.1552
0.0876
0.0441

Table B.3 – Firm Demographics Correlations

VC Location
Less than 11 Employees
Less than 3 years old
* p<0.05

US

VC Location

0.2103*
0.0093
0.2137*
0.0082
0.1159
0.1552

0.1502
0.0647
0.139
0.0876

Less than 11
Emps.

0.1635*
0.0441

Funding
before 2019

Tech Firm
Data

0.1349
0.0985
-0.0087
0.9157

0.0683
0.4029

Bias
Training

Funding
before 2019

Tech Firm
Data

-0.0541
0.5096
0.0494
0.5454
0.1646*
0.0428

0.1349
0.0985
-0.0087
0.9157

0.0683
0.4029

Appendix C – Robustness
Table C.1 - AI Ethics Principles (Funding)
(1)
DV, Dummy:
Funding before
2019 (dummy)
Inst. Investors (Series
A or later, dummy)
Employees (<11)

-0.051
(0.083)

VC Location

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Does your firm have Ethical AI Principles?
-0.046
-0.058
(0.085)
(0.086)
-0.243***
-0.231**
(0.090)
(0.092)
0.005
0.006
-0.019
(0.084)
(0.084)
(0.081)
0.154
(0.155)
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
159
159
159
159

(6)

-0.250***
(0.093)
-0.020
(0.082)
0.208
(0.130)
Yes
159

CEM Weighting:
No
159
Firms
Adj R2
-0.001
-0.019
-0.011
-0.004
-0.020
-0.012
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Models (1)-(3) show that prior funding is not correlated with ethical AI principles.
Standard errors are robust.

Table C.2 – Probit AI Ethics Principles
DV, Dummy:
CEM:
Funding before
2019 (dummy)
Inst. Investors (Series
A or later, dummy)
Tech Firm
Data Collab.
GDPR (Prior
Capability)
Employees (<11)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Does your firm have Ethical AI Principles?
All Models Weighted
-0.145
(0.212)

-0.116
(0.209)
VC Location
0.407
(0.435)
159
Firms
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Alternate
robustness.

-0.706***
(0.243)
0.590***
(0.209)
0.638***
(0.212)
-0.195
-0.012
-0.028
(0.213)
(0.214)
(0.213)
0.614
0.357
0.479
(0.463)
(0.437)
(0.440)
159
159
159
specification, Probit instead of OLS, for
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Table C.3 - AI Ethics Principles (Prior Resources) with IMR
(1)
DV, Dummy:
Tech Firm
Data Collab.
GDPR

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Does your firm have Ethical AI Principles?
0.216*** 0.225***
0.229***
(0.079)
(0.081)
(0.081)
0.243*** 0.229*** 0.235***
(0.080)
(0.082)
(0.083)
-0.044
-0.029
-0.317
0.111
0.128
(0.286)
(0.298)
(0.338)
(0.301)
(0.308)
0.048
0.040
0.039
(0.086)
(0.087)
(0.086)
0.235*
(0.138)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
159
159
159
159
159
159

0.229***
(0.076)

IMR
Emp. (<11)
VC Location

(8)

0.238***
(0.083)
-0.152
(0.349)
0.032
(0.086)
0.231*
(0.132)
Yes
159

CEM:
No
159
Firms
Adj R2
0.0467
0.0346
0.0305
0.0318
0.0506
0.0377
0.0330
0.0340
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Models (2)-(4) and (6)-(8) include IMR to control for selection issues. Standard errors
are robust.
Table C.4 – AI Ethics Principles (Lasso Model, Control Selection)
(1)

(2)

DV, Dummy:
CEM:
Funding before
-0.063
2019 (dummy)
(0.083)
Inst. Investors (Series
A or later, dummy)
Tech Firm
Data Collab.
GDPR (Prior
Capability)
Lasso Procedure
DS
159
Firms
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Does your firm have Ethical AI Principles?
All Models Weighted

-0.235**
(0.091)

0.258***
(0.080)
DS
159

0.228***
(0.077)
XPO
159

-0.246***
(0.086)
0.247***
(0.077)

XPO
159

DS
159

XPO
159

Table D.1 - CEM
Treatment: Established an ethical AI
policy?
Pre/All

Young
US HQ
Small
Firms

(8)

-0.074
(0.082)

DS
159

Appendix D – CEM Matching

No
0.75
0.41
0.37
159

(7)

Yes
0.56
0.41
0.28
159

CEM Weighted
No
0.56
0.41
0.28
159

Yes
0.56
0.41
0.28
159

0.246***
(0.078)

XPO
159

